
From: Greg DiDomenico
To: Seeley, Matthew
Subject: Fwd: USCG Response Mr. DiDomenico
Date: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 10:16:02 AM
Attachments: mime-attachment.msg

HMS DiDomenico Final USCG Response.xlsx
HMS Questions Paragraph Response Draft.docx

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Wendland, Jonathan G CIV" <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>
Date: August 27, 2018 at 12:38:33 PM EDT
To: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com>
Cc: "Myers, Joseph D CIV" <Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>, "Quigley, Eric A
LCDR" <Eric.A.Quigley@uscg.mil>, "Moore, Katie S CIV"
<Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>, "Harrington, Ted R CIV"
<Ted.R.Harrington@uscg.mil>, "Luna, Troy T CIV" <Troy.T.Luna@uscg.mil>,
"Hoppe, Walter R CIV" <Walter.R.Hoppe@uscg.mil>, "Perkins, Robert D CIV"
<Robert.D.Perkins@uscg.mil>, "Belliveau, David J CIV"
<David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>, "Craighead, Robert D CIV"
<Robert.D.Craighead2@uscg.mil>
Subject: USCG Response Mr. DiDomenico

Greetings Mr. DiDomenico,

Please find attached an excel spreadsheet and word document that address all
of your questions, agenda discussion topics, and comments that you have
posed to USCG-HQ to date.

In general your questions and comments crossed over two different agencies
(USCG and NOAA) and several different offices within those agencies.  As
such the questions were identified with the proper agency and applicable
responses provided by the appropriate CG offices or divisions.

Where applicable your questions and comments have been previously forwarded
to NOAA HMS (copied here)
for proper NOAA HMS and or NOAA OLE response if so desired.

We note that many of your concerns are not only NOAA HMS specific but rather
touch on all NOAA Sustainable Fishery issued permits and how those permits
are issued with respect to USCG safety regulations for both documented and
state registered commercial fishing vessels.

USCG HQ-MLE and CVC-3 are on the same page in regard to best improving the
situation and leveling the playing field that your organization has raised
with concerns.
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RE: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Garden State Association Meeting Request HMS

		From

		Wendland, Jonathan G CIV

		To

		DiDomenico, Gregory

		Cc

		Myers, Joseph D CIV

		Recipients

		gregdidomenico@gmail.com; Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil



Mr. DiDomenico,





CG LANT LE, CG MLE, and CG-CVC-3 met today to discuss your concerns.  





So that we may respond appropriately we seek your clarification on (6) below:





What do you mean by DO#'s?  








V/Resp,


Jonathan Wendland


Commandant (CG-CVC-3)


U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501


2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE


Washington, DC 20593-7501


(202)372-1245














-----Original Message-----


From: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com> 


Sent: Friday, July 6, 2018 12:23 PM


To: Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>


Cc: Cross, Craig S CIV <Craig.S.Cross@uscg.mil>; Myers, Joseph D CIV <Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>; Moore, Katie S CIV <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>; Belliveau, David J CIV <David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>


Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Garden State Association Meeting Request HMS





As for #8 I may have miscommunicated our discussion.


I sent you a NOAA OLE summary without your requesting it. When I did someone asked where it was from.


The important part of OLE summary was that there were 147 violations in a single enforcement operation in one small area by vessels from one state.


I have heard nothing else and was hoping you or the folks on this email could help with that.





As for your asking me where I am headed with this..


Let me say the following:


1) there is a large number of vessels without USCG commercial stickers.


2) it appears to me that you can not ID them in a data base and possibly not able to  ID them on the water.


3) due to the above the vessels that get boarded are those with a life raft and a sticker.


4) we want fair enforcement and strive for compliance.


5) we think your job has been made very difficult to enforce the laws.


6) we are concerned about the lack of DO # s on a vessel for those with a permit that allows them to sell.


I could continue but please let me finish by saying I have been doing this job for 17 years and have the utmost respect for USCG and the duties you perform.


My members feel the same way and while they are not perfect they are under a tremendous amount of scrutiny... while others are not.


I am interested in a equitable outcome of the many issues I have raised... nothing more nothing less.


I appreciate your patience and assistance.


Greg DiDomenico


Executive Director 


GSSA 








Sent from my iPhone





> On Jul 3, 2018, at 11:42 AM, Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil> wrote:


> 


> Greetings Mr. DiDomenico,


> 


> Thank you for your general agenda outline that you provided to us in your 28 June email below.  


> 


> 1) Regarding item (8) on your list; who asked for violations to be shared with USCG CVC-3?


> 


> 2) For USCG-CVC-3 to best meet your needs please articulate back to us what is that you are driving towards as we are not entirely clear and your line of questions envelope different agencies and divisions within those agencies.


> 


> 3)  We (USCG) will be having internal discussions on how best to respond to you following your response back to us.  Your response should provide us more clarity on your goals.


> 


> Have a safe July 4th Holliday especially if you find yourself out on the water.


> 


> V/Resp,


> Jonathan Wendland


> Commandant (CG-CVC-3)


> U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501


> 2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE


> Washington, DC 20593-7501


> (202)372-1245


> 


> 


> 


> 


> -----Original Message-----


> From: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com> 


> Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2018 3:38 PM


> To: Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>


> Cc: Cross, Craig S CIV <Craig.S.Cross@uscg.mil>; Myers, Joseph D CIV <Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>; Moore, Katie S CIV <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>; Belliveau, David J CIV <David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>


> Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Garden State Association Meeting Request HMS


> 


> Johnathan...


> Below you will find a brief draft agenda that consists of the issues and questions related to our inquiries.


> I will submit a more formal agenda when I return to my office.


> 


> 1) Does a vessel who is permitted by HMS and allowed to sell fish also have to display it’s DO# in hull?


> 


> 2) How do we compare the databases from HMS and USCG? So we can determine who is required to have a USCG “sticker”.


> 


> 3) Is USCG capable of determining, while on the water, which vessels have an Gen. Cat permit?


> 


> 4) Is the USCG capable of determining which vessels have the For Hire permit with or without the for sale endorsement?


> 


> 5) Discuss the previous analysis I shared with you that suggests a very small percentage of vessels have the required USCG “sticker “.


> 


> 6) According to your clarification memo that explains your policy interpretation of the “intent to sell”, how will the boarding officer determine or decide if a vessel Captain intention is? Or will it be purely based upon the interview and the Captains word?


> 


> 7) We should review the HMS online permitting process. Specifically the possibility that a fake DO number can be used. In addition the permitting application does not require a USCG sticker unique ID to be submitted.


> 


> 8) A discussion of the 157 violations that occurred last September. At your request I have shared that with you.


> 


> 9) A discussion of how Unregulated and Illegal fishing is a serious, conservation and health risk.


> 


> I can expand and elaborate and provide additional materials on these topics.


> 


> Thank you.


> 


> Greg DiDomenico


> GSSA 


> 


> Sent from my iPhone


> 


>> On Jun 21, 2018, at 9:00 AM, Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil> wrote:


>> 


>> Good Morning  Mr. DiDomenico,


>> 


>> At your conveyance please put together an Agenda of the items you 


>> would like to discuss and we will consider enveloping the appropriate 


>> Program offices in with a place, date, and time that works best for all.


>> 


>> I apologize if you received an earlier draft copy of this email.


>> 


>> V/Resp,


>> Jonathan Wendland


>> Commandant (CG-CVC-3)


>> U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501


>> 2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE


>> Washington, DC 20593-7501


>> (202)372-1245
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Mr. DiDomenico,

CG LANT LE, CG MLE, and CG-CVC-3 met today to discuss your concerns. =20

So that we may respond appropriately we seek your clarification on (6) =
below:

What do you mean by DO#'s? =20


V/Resp,
Jonathan Wendland
Commandant (CG-CVC-3)
U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20593-7501
(202)372-1245




-----Original Message-----
From: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com>=20
Sent: Friday, July 6, 2018 12:23 PM
To: Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>
Cc: Cross, Craig S CIV <Craig.S.Cross@uscg.mil>; Myers, Joseph D CIV =
<Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>; Moore, Katie S CIV <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>; =
Belliveau, David J CIV <David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>
Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Garden State Association Meeting =
Request HMS

As for #8 I may have miscommunicated our discussion.
I sent you a NOAA OLE summary without your requesting it. When I did =
someone asked where it was from.
The important part of OLE summary was that there were 147 violations in =
a single enforcement operation in one small area by vessels from one =
state.
I have heard nothing else and was hoping you or the folks on this email =
could help with that.

As for your asking me where I am headed with this..
Let me say the following:
1) there is a large number of vessels without USCG commercial stickers.
2) it appears to me that you can not ID them in a data base and possibly =
not able to  ID them on the water.
3) due to the above the vessels that get boarded are those with a life =
raft and a sticker.
4) we want fair enforcement and strive for compliance.
5) we think your job has been made very difficult to enforce the laws.
6) we are concerned about the lack of DO # s on a vessel for those with =
a permit that allows them to sell.
I could continue but please let me finish by saying I have been doing =
this job for 17 years and have the utmost respect for USCG and the =
duties you perform.
My members feel the same way and while they are not perfect they are =
under a tremendous amount of scrutiny... while others are not.
I am interested in a equitable outcome of the many issues I have =
raised... nothing more nothing less.
I appreciate your patience and assistance.
Greg DiDomenico
Executive Director=20
GSSA=20


Sent from my iPhone

> On Jul 3, 2018, at 11:42 AM, Wendland, Jonathan G CIV =
<Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil> wrote:
>=20
> Greetings Mr. DiDomenico,
>=20
> Thank you for your general agenda outline that you provided to us in =
your 28 June email below. =20
>=20
> 1) Regarding item (8) on your list; who asked for violations to be =
shared with USCG CVC-3?
>=20
> 2) For USCG-CVC-3 to best meet your needs please articulate back to us =
what is that you are driving towards as we are not entirely clear and =
your line of questions envelope different agencies and divisions within =
those agencies.
>=20
> 3)  We (USCG) will be having internal discussions on how best to =
respond to you following your response back to us.  Your response should =
provide us more clarity on your goals.
>=20
> Have a safe July 4th Holliday especially if you find yourself out on =
the water.
>=20
> V/Resp,
> Jonathan Wendland
> Commandant (CG-CVC-3)
> U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501
> 2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE
> Washington, DC 20593-7501
> (202)372-1245
>=20
>=20
>=20
>=20
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com>=20
> Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2018 3:38 PM
> To: Wendland, Jonathan G CIV <Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>
> Cc: Cross, Craig S CIV <Craig.S.Cross@uscg.mil>; Myers, Joseph D CIV =
<Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>; Moore, Katie S CIV <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>; =
Belliveau, David J CIV <David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>
> Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Garden State Association Meeting Request =
HMS
>=20
> Johnathan...
> Below you will find a brief draft agenda that consists of the issues =
and questions related to our inquiries.
> I will submit a more formal agenda when I return to my office.
>=20
> 1) Does a vessel who is permitted by HMS and allowed to sell fish also =
have to display it=E2=80=99s DO# in hull?
>=20
> 2) How do we compare the databases from HMS and USCG? So we can =
determine who is required to have a USCG =E2=80=9Csticker=E2=80=9D.
>=20
> 3) Is USCG capable of determining, while on the water, which vessels =
have an Gen. Cat permit?
>=20
> 4) Is the USCG capable of determining which vessels have the For Hire =
permit with or without the for sale endorsement?
>=20
> 5) Discuss the previous analysis I shared with you that suggests a =
very small percentage of vessels have the required USCG =E2=80=9Csticker =
=E2=80=9C.
>=20
> 6) According to your clarification memo that explains your policy =
interpretation of the =E2=80=9Cintent to sell=E2=80=9D, how will the =
boarding officer determine or decide if a vessel Captain intention is? =
Or will it be purely based upon the interview and the Captains word?
>=20
> 7) We should review the HMS online permitting process. Specifically =
the possibility that a fake DO number can be used. In addition the =
permitting application does not require a USCG sticker unique ID to be =
submitted.
>=20
> 8) A discussion of the 157 violations that occurred last September. At =
your request I have shared that with you.
>=20
> 9) A discussion of how Unregulated and Illegal fishing is a serious, =
conservation and health risk.
>=20
> I can expand and elaborate and provide additional materials on these =
topics.
>=20
> Thank you.
>=20
> Greg DiDomenico
> GSSA=20
>=20
> Sent from my iPhone
>=20
>> On Jun 21, 2018, at 9:00 AM, Wendland, Jonathan G CIV =
<Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil> wrote:
>>=20
>> Good Morning  Mr. DiDomenico,
>>=20
>> At your conveyance please put together an Agenda of the items you=20
>> would like to discuss and we will consider enveloping the appropriate =

>> Program offices in with a place, date, and time that works best for =
all.
>>=20
>> I apologize if you received an earlier draft copy of this email.
>>=20
>> V/Resp,
>> Jonathan Wendland
>> Commandant (CG-CVC-3)
>> U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501
>> 2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE
>> Washington, DC 20593-7501
>> (202)372-1245
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IENBIDMwHhcNMTIwMzIwMTg0NjQxWhcNMjkxMjMwMTg0NjQxWjBbMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEYMBYG
A1UEChMPVS5TLiBHb3Zlcm5tZW50MQwwCgYDVQQLEwNEb0QxDDAKBgNVBAsTA1BLSTEWMBQGA1UE
AxMNRG9EIFJvb3QgQ0EgMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKnsFHKK6Etw
o9oQA4Sm+6c2DSo6Uha/MBVShgVHIM+qps11xGRu7/FgI8sKZkCutMhoKgBRaEk36VkyTZW8Qyfp
QI06EM4UvEMYofnezOeFdnNeGBojW70/H/LtjRnMA9FApI+nIAJMJ1p5NvajNyGOAFoGFsrTVZZv
MSm7cg7L4khR8tQ3pDXWb+4Xs7EGqwsZhugjbTEbKHhlxd5iUrzBfevuoF1UBPuyyyuyI1SRgkzw
v7p0QDsMBEWAZ1zF66JXwxp/Ci29f7ncwZmwyAfkDIY2lDolL/J95pc8G5S0l1kGyTrkC9nq6fw7
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7kXAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQCf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USCG

		Question #		Mr. DiDomenico Question		Responding Agency		Agency and Office Response

		1		My members feel they are under a tremendous amount of scrutiny... while others are not.   I am interested in a equitable outcome... nothing more nothing less.		USCG                                          NOAA NMFS 		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  NOAA NMFS HMS to Add response if desired.

		2		I seek a discussion of how IUU fishing is a serious conservation and health risk.		USCG                                          NOAA NMFS 		CVC-3 & LANT:   USCG has stated to Congress: "Coast Guard efforts to deter and combat IUU fishing span both domestic and international fisheries." "IUU fishing activity is global in reach, and it adversely affects marine ecosystems by distoring competition and jeopardizing the economic survival of coastal communities whose livelihoods depend upon local fisheries." https://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/02/12/written-testimony-uscg-senate-committee-foreign-relations-hearing-titled-%E2%80%9Cfisheries.   NOAA NMFS HMS to add response if desired

		3		I seek a discussion of the 157 violations that occurred last September.   I sent USCG a NOAA OLE summary without your requesting it.  The important part of OLE summary was that there were 147 violations  in a single enforcement operation in one small area by vessels from one state.   I have heard nothing else and was hoping you or the folks on this email could help with that.		USCG                          NOAA OLE		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  NOAA NMFS HMS/OLE to Add response if desired.

		4		Discuss the previous analysis I shared with you that suggests a very small percentage of vessels have the required USCG sticker.		USCG		CVC-3: Unclear which analysis is being referred to.  Several analysis using partial data was performed while in disucssions with NOAA HMS when developing the Atlantic HMS Charter Headboat endoresment regulation.  Vessels that commercially fish inside 3NM do not need a dockside safetydecal from the USCG. If the vessel is subject to observer carriage then in accordance with NOAA regulations it must have a USCG dockside safety exam decal.

		5		My concern is the NOAA NMFS online permit system requirements for HMS permits. The online permit system has no way to check the DO# to see if it is valid.   I do know that you need a DO # displayed on your hull if you have a HMS permit that allows you to sell.  I am certain that some people will say I have a state DO # and that allows me to sell fish in states waters without USCG sticker.  		NOAA NMFS HMS		 NOAA NMFS HMS to add response if desired

		6		We should review the HMS online permitting process. Specifically the possibility that a fake DO number can be used. In addition the permitting application does not require a USCG sticker unique ID to be submitted.		USCG                                          NOAA NMFS 		CVC-3: The NOAA NMFS permitting data base and the CG MISLE database are not currently linked per se and fishery permits issued by NOAA NMFS are done so without a check from NOAA NMFS to see if a vessel has a current dockside safety exam before issuing any fisheries permit including an HMS permit.   USCG does not require CFVS dockside safety exam if the vessel is not operating outside of 3NM.  NOAA NMFS may require a USCG dockside safety decal if the vessel is subject to observer carriage.  NOAA NMFS to add response if desired.

		7		We think USCG job has been made very difficult to enforce the laws.		USCG		LANT: Noted; appreciate your concern for fisheries enforcement management.

		8		We want fair enforcement and strive for compliance.		USCG LANT                          NOAA NMFS HMS &OLE		LANT: Noted; appreciated.  NOAA NMFS and NOAA OLE to add response if desired

		9		When a USCG vessel is on the fishing grounds how does the USCG vessel decide who to board?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		10		How does the USCG determine who is a commercial fishing vessel or more specifically a Gen Cat HMS vessel?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		11		How does USCG ID a commercial vessel in order to conduct a boarding?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		12		Is USCG able to determine if the HMS Gen Cat vessels had the USCG commercial fishing vessels safety sticker.		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		13		Is USCG capable of determining, while on the water, which vessels have a HMS Gen. Cat permit?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		14		Is the USCG capable of determining which vessels have the For Hire permit with or without the for sale endorsement?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		15		Do you think Gen Cat vessels need a sticker?		USCG		CVC-3: Please see MSIB 008-17 Corrected regarding HMS vessels.  https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Documents/5p/MSIB/2017/008-17_7-13-2017.pdf  We also add that the service of the vessel at the time it is operating is considered and USCG Boarding officers have the ability and authority to make  those distinctions.

		16		Does the USCG look for vessel ID on the hull?		USCG		LANT & MLE.  USCG looks for all readily available information, to include available vessel ID. NOAA published regs under 50 §635.6 Vessel and gear identification- details vessel ID requirements for those vessels with HMS permits (other than HMS Angling permit holders) identification requirements.

		17		According to your clarification memo that explains your policy interpretation of the “intent to sell”, how will the boarding officer determine or decide if a vessel Captain intention is? Or will it be purely based upon the interview and the Captains word?		USCG		LANT: During boarding inquiries, USCG Boarding Officers query HMS permit holders as to whether or not they have the endorsement to sell and are fishing on it for that particular trip.  That information, in addition to communications with NOAA OLE and their access to data, help inform what that vessel's actual activities are. 

		18		A vessel with a Charter HMS permit with or without an endorsement to sell fish, does the  vessel need a USCG dockside Safety Decal? 		USCG		CVC-3: Please see MSIB 008-17 Corrected to answer your question regarding HMS vessels.  https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Documents/5p/MSIB/2017/008-17_7-13-2017.pdf  We also add that the service of the vessel at the time it is operating is considered and USCG Boarding officers have the ability and authority to make  those distinctions .   See MLE two paragraph response.

		19		Can CVC-3 assist in determining what vessels have a dockside safety decal?		USCG		CVC-3: To provide a solid number of how many vessels in the NMFS permit data base have [current] CFVS dockside safety exam decal would involve manually looking up hundreds of vessel particulars.  Such a task would be substantially  time consuming since a product set does not exist to easily retrieve such information.   And as mentioned, what complicates matters is that the Coast Guards current data gathering capabilities with regards to dockside safety exam decals (issuance) do not interface with NOAAs data collection.   We lack the capabilities and staff to take on such a project. The Public may gain access to the publicly available information in MISLE through The Port State Information eXchange (PSIX): https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/    The Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) system contains vessel specific  information derived from the United States Coast Guard's Marine Information Safety and Law Enforcement System (MISLE).   The information contained in PSIX represents a weekly snapshot of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)  data on U.S. flag vessels, foreign vessels operating in U.S. waters, and Coast Guard contacts with those vessels. Information on unclosed cases or cases pending Information on unclosed cases or cases pending further action is considered privileged information and is precluded from the PSIX system.  Information on vessels must be entered vessel by vessel and can not be publically accessed through a vessel “batch file.”

		20		According to your clarification memo that explains your policy interpretation of the “intent to sell”, how will the boarding officer determine or decide if a vessel Captain intention is? Or will it be purely based upon the interview and the Captains word?		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		21		There is a large number of vessels without USCG commercial stickers.		USCG		CVC-3: Many vessels fishing for HMS and other species inside of 3NM do not require a dockside safety exam.  Thus pending NOAA NMFS observer coverage we may expect a large number of commercial fishing vessels to not have a dockside safety exam.  That being said we recognize there will always be those that try to skirt the law and risk being caught.

		22		It appears to me that you can not ID them in a data base and possibly not able to ID them on the water.		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		23		Due to the above the vessels that get boarded are those with a life raft and a sticker.		USCG		USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response. 

		24		I take six friends to North Carolina for a fishing trip. We head offshore for dolphin or mackerel or tuna for a fun day on a 56 foot Rybovich named F/V Sweet Olive. We get lucky and catch a 76 inch bluefin tuna. The captain determines we are now on a commercial fishing trip and tells me I can have 30% of the sale price for catching the bluefin.  I suppose we can stay offshore fishing, but we can't keep fish under  the recreational size and bag limit because we are now commercial fishing.  1) Are we on a commercial fishing trip that entire day?  2. Does the F/V SWEET OLIVE have to meet the USCG safety regulations?  3. Can the anglers sell their share of the catch back here in Florida
 if they want part of the fish instead of the money?

		USCG                                       NOAA HMS		CVC-3, MLE: First, the Sweet Olive is documented as a Recreational vessel (sailing), and only has that type endorsement.  Thus the vessel/operator should ONLY be eligible for an Angling Permit that does not allow sale of catch.  They should not be selling a tuna or any other fish.   Second, if the friends are not paying towards the trip and there is no consideration given, then that's okay.  But, if they are paying in any manner, the vessel is a UPV (or maybe T-boat) and must have a Coastwise endorsement (and maybe be inspected) and the master must be licensed.  The vessel would also have to complete a dockside safety exam.    Third, if they are going out with the intent that they will sell fish if they catch something worthwhile, then their COD must have a Fishery endorsement and the vessel comply with Part 28 requirements.  Further, the vessel/owner must have the appropriate fishery permit for their trip/operation.     So, answers to the questions:  1. When you cross the line to keep a fish under the recreational size for commercial purposes, you are a commercial fishing vessel and subject to all the requirements associated with a CFV.  2. Then yes.  And, you must meet all the requirements for vessel registration/documentation/endorsements and the master may be required to hold an appropriate USCG license.  3. I guess the anglers can sell their catch anywhere they want as long as  they have the permit/license that allows them to sell that catch in that state.  See MLE two paragraph response.  NOAA NMFS to add response if desired

		25		I believe many of the General Category vessels who do need a “sticker” do not currently have one.  Please consider that the online HMS permit system makes this permit available for 20 dollars and a Documentation Number.  In addition you can not reconcile the 2 databases.  So how do you determine if a vessel with a Gen Cat permit has a sticker?  How do you decided what vessel to board?		USCG		LANT & MLE:  NOAA and USCG databases are independent systems, but some data can be cross-compared as seen in NOAA's endorsement to sell rulemaking; in which USCG and NOAA Fisheries reviewed sample data individually (vessel by vessel) to inform the rulemaking.   CG-MLE Recommended Response: See MLE two paragraph response.

		26		How do we compare the databases from HMS and USCG? So we can determine who is required to have a USCG “sticker”.		USCG		CVC-3: The public may have access to NOAA's permit database and the public has access to USCG  Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) database:  https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/  By cross referencing those databases you can arrive at your answer.   

		27		I would like to visit with you to discuss this topic.  Would that be possible?		USCG		CVC-3: At your conveyance please put together an Agenda of the items you would like  to discuss and we will consider enveloping the appropriate Program offices in with a place, date, and time that works best for all.  This Q&A sheet responds to all questions to date from your agenda.

		28		I would like to add this to an agenda but before I do that it would be helpful for me to have more information on the violations that occurred.  The patrol was conducted using the following assets:  Three (3) teams of consisting of a NMFS Enforcement Officer (EO) and a Massachusetts Environmental Police Officer operating MEP vessels, launched from three (3) different locations to maximize fleet wide contacts.  One (1) team consisting of a NMFS EO and the U.S. Coast Guard Station Merrimack operating a USCG patrol vessel.  In total, NMFS EO’s conducted 61.5 combined patrol hours both dockside and at sea.   As expected, the majority of the HMS violations documented pertained to the failure to report the landing of BFT across all permit categories.  Brief  evidence gathering efforts made regarding vessels which either admitted to failing to report, or provided reason for EO’s believe BFT had not been reported, have so far uncovered one hundred and forty nine (149) BFT of both commercial and angling size categories that were not reported between the 2016 and 2017 calendar years.  Eight (8) vessels were found to have permit violations, three (3) of which had no HMS permits at all, five (5) of which had HMS permits for categories which they did not qualify.  All Fisheries/Total Effort: Vessels contacted 73, Vessels in violation 34, Total violations 157, Written Warnings issued Not yet issued , Compliance Assistance issued 73 at minimum, Summary Settlements issued Not yet issued.		USCG                      NOAA OLE		LANT: "This particular operation was led by NOAA OLE, and your inquiry has been
passed to regional NOAA OLE agents."   NOAA NMFS OLE to add response if desired.


		29		Does a vessel who is permitted by HMS and allowed to sell fish also have to display it’s DO# in hull?		NOAA NMFS		Yes.  50 CFR §635.6   Vessel and gear identification. (Ans. Provided to USCG by NOAA NMFS HMS)   NOAA NMFS OLE to add response if desired.






Thank you for your questions.  We encourage the public to share concerns through the Regional Fishery Management Council process and the various committees that fall under the Council’s umbrella.  In order to address some of the concerns you have addressed, the following information is provided.  Generally, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) has broad authorities under 14 USC 89 to conduct boardings of vessels at-sea.  Additionally, the Magnuson Stevens Act directs the USCG to be the primary at-sea enforcement agency for the regulations and rules that fall under its auspices.  When USCG units are underway, conducting enforcement operations, multiple factors are taken into consideration in determining which vessels to board.  During the course of an at-sea boarding, the USCG boarding officer: gathers information, conducts inspections of safety equipment and fishing gear (as applicable to regulations), and examines any catch that may be on board.  Since the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) prosecutes cases based the rules and regulations specific to fishery, the USCG documents potential violations and submits case packages to NOAA for further investigation and prosecution.  

With regard to permits and dockside safety exams, the USCG does not require a dockside Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety exam if the vessel does not operate outside of 3 nautical miles from land. However, NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) would require one if the vessel is subject to observer coverage regardless of operating area.  Currently, the NOAA HMS and the USCG databases are not linked, and NOAA NMFS can issue permits without validating the vessel has a current dockside exam.  Periodically, the Coast Guard publishes a Marine Safety Information Bulletin in order to disseminate information.  The “Marine Safety Information Bulletin No. 008-17 Corrected,” addresses requirements for vessel endorsement requirements, including requirements to sell catch.  Additionally, the Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) system contains vessel specific information derived from the United States Coast Guard's Marine Information Safety and Law Enforcement System (MISLE).   The information contained in PSIX represents a weekly snapshot of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) data on U.S. flag vessels, foreign vessels operating in U.S. waters, and Coast Guard contacts with those vessels. Information on open cases are considered privileged information and are precluded from the PSIX system.  The public may gain access to the available information in MISLE through The Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) at https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/



We concur that if NOAA NMFS HMS (and NOAA SF) checked to see if a
fishing
vessel
had a valid USCG dockside safety exam before issuing HMS permits  that would
go a long way to enhance safety for both mariners
and NOAA observers since all HMS permit holders are "subject" to NOAA
observer coverage inside and outside of 3NM.  

Furthermore, a NOAA check before permit issue action
would assist both USCG and potentially NOAA OLE enforcement efforts both
inside and outside of
3NM, while also potentially aiding to reduce the IUU occurring that NOAA OLE
and your
organization has surfaced.

USCG recognizes it is completely up to NOAA to modify the way NOAA issue's
permits if NOAA so desires and is able.  USCG is committed to working the
issues with NOAA to best
resolve your organizations concerns. 

It is a distinct pleasure to serve you and the broader U.S. fishing
community that provides a great nutritional service and economic benefits to
our country and the world.

Safe and prosperous fishing

V/Resp,
Jonathan Wendland
Commandant (CG-CVC-3)
U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20593-7501
(202)372-1245



Thank you for your questions.  We encourage the public to share concerns through the Regional Fishery 
Management Council process and the various committees that fall under the Council’s umbrella.  In 
order to address some of the concerns you have addressed, the following information is provided.  
Generally, the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) has broad authorities under 14 USC 89 to conduct boardings of 
vessels at-sea.  Additionally, the Magnuson Stevens Act directs the USCG to be the primary at-sea 
enforcement agency for the regulations and rules that fall under its auspices.  When USCG units are 
underway, conducting enforcement operations, multiple factors are taken into consideration in 
determining which vessels to board.  During the course of an at-sea boarding, the USCG boarding officer: 
gathers information, conducts inspections of safety equipment and fishing gear (as applicable to 
regulations), and examines any catch that may be on board.  Since the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) prosecutes cases based the rules and regulations specific to fishery, 
the USCG documents potential violations and submits case packages to NOAA for further investigation 
and prosecution.   

With regard to permits and dockside safety exams, the USCG does not require a dockside Commercial 
Fishing Vessel Safety exam if the vessel does not operate outside of 3 nautical miles from land. However, 
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) would require one if the vessel is subject to observer 
coverage regardless of operating area.  Currently, the NOAA HMS and the USCG databases are not 
linked, and NOAA NMFS can issue permits without validating the vessel has a current dockside exam.  
Periodically, the Coast Guard publishes a Marine Safety Information Bulletin in order to disseminate 
information.  The “Marine Safety Information Bulletin No. 008-17 Corrected,” addresses requirements 
for vessel endorsement requirements, including requirements to sell catch.  Additionally, the Port State 
Information eXchange (PSIX) system contains vessel specific information derived from the United States 
Coast Guard's Marine Information Safety and Law Enforcement System (MISLE).   The information 
contained in PSIX represents a weekly snapshot of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) data on U.S. flag 
vessels, foreign vessels operating in U.S. waters, and Coast Guard contacts with those vessels. 
Information on open cases are considered privileged information and are precluded from the PSIX 
system.  The public may gain access to the available information in MISLE through The Port State 
Information eXchange (PSIX) at https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/ 



From: Greg DiDomenico
To: Seeley, Matthew
Subject: Fwd: USCG Response Mr. DiDomenico
Date: Friday, September 21, 2018 10:56:03 AM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Brad McHale - NOAA Federal <brad.mchale@noaa.gov>
Date: September 14, 2018 at 3:01:13 PM EDT
To: Greg DiDomenico <gregdidomenico@gmail.com>
Cc: Karyl Brewster-Geisz <karyl.brewster-geisz@noaa.gov>, Randy Blankinship
<randy.blankinship@noaa.gov>, Peter Cooper <Peter.Cooper@noaa.gov>, Sarah
McLaughlin <Sarah.McLaughlin@noaa.gov>, "Wendland, Jonathan"
<Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>, "Moore, Katie" <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>,
Wynn Carney <wynn.carney@noaa.gov>
Subject: Re: USCG Response Mr. DiDomenico

Here are some preliminary responses from the NMFS/HMS side of things:

1) Does a vessel who is permitted by HMS and allowed to sell fish also have to display it’s DO# in hull?

§635.6   Vessel and gear identification.
(a) Vessel number. For the purposes of this section, a vessel's number is the
vessel's official number issued by either by the U.S. Coast Guard or by the
appropriate state agency.

(b) Vessel identification. (1) An owner or operator of a vessel for which a permit
has been issued under §635.4, other than an HMS Angling permit, must display
the vessel number—

(i) On the port and starboard sides of the deckhouse or hull and on an appropriate
weather deck, so as to be clearly visible from an enforcement vessel or aircraft.

(ii) In block Arabic numerals permanently affixed to or painted on the vessel in
contrasting color to the background.

(iii) At least 18 inches (45.7 cm) in height for vessels over 65 ft (19.8 m) in
length; at least 10 inches (25.4 cm) in height for all other vessels over 25 ft (7.6
m) in length; and at least 3 inches (7.6 cm) in height for vessels 25 ft (7.6 m) in
length or less.

(2) The owner or operator of a vessel for which a permit has been issued under
§635.4 must keep the vessel's number clearly legible and in good repair and
ensure that no part of the vessel, its rigging, its fishing gear, or any other material
on board obstructs the view of the vessel's number from an enforcement vessel or
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aircraft.

2) How do we compare the databases from HMS and USCG? So we can determine who is required to
have a USCG “sticker”.

This is an ongoing discussion between HMS Management Division and the
USCG given the unique attributes and authorities each group is operating under

3) Is USCG capable of determining, while on the water, which vessels have an Gen. Cat permit?

I can not speak on behalf of the USCG, however HMS regulations state

§635.4   Permits and fees.

a) General—(1) Authorized activities. Each permit issued by NMFS authorizes certain activities, and
persons may not conduct these activities without the appropriate permit, unless otherwise authorized by
NMFS in accordance with this part. In certain cases, additional permits may be required to authorize these
same or related activities under federal, state or local jurisdictions.

(2) Vessel permit inspection. The owner or operator of a vessel of the United States must have the
appropriate valid permit on board the vessel to fish for, take, retain, or possess Atlantic HMS when engaged
in recreational fishing and to fish for, take, retain or possess Atlantic tunas, swordfish, or sharks when
engaged in commercial fishing. The vessel operator must make such permit available for inspection upon
request by NMFS or by a person authorized by NMFS. The owner of the vessel is responsible for satisfying
all of the requirements associated with obtaining, maintaining, and making available for inspection all
required vessel permits. 

 4) Is the USCG capable of determining which vessels have the For Hire permit with or without the for
sale endorsement?

See above.

5) Discuss the previous analysis I shared with you that suggests a very small percentage of vessels have
the required USCG “sticker “.

I believe USCG has address the nuances of where their jurisdictions apply (e.g.,
state vs federal waters etc.) as well as the differences between duration of
inspections vs decals.
 
6) According to your clarification memo that explains your policy interpretation of the “intent to sell”,
how will the boarding officer determine or decide if a vessel Captain intention is? Or will it be purely
based upon the interview and the Captains word?

Again I can not speak for USCG, but HMS issues commercial permits and
recently required the HMS Charter/Headboat to identify their intent to sell via a
permit endorsement.

7) We should review the HMS online permitting process. Specifically the possibility that a fake DO
number can be used. In addition the permitting application does not require a USCG sticker unique ID
to be submitted.

HMS information is constantly being reviewed and frequently being cross
compared with information collect by USCG, GARFO, ACCSP, and SERO. 
Applications and permits have legal statements regarding false information being
supplied to obtain the permit.



For example: I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States
of America that the information given on this form is true and correct, and that I
have full authority to execute this form as, or on behalf of, the secured party, lien
creditor or encumbrancer indicated
herein.

8) A discussion of the 157 violations that occurred last September. At your request I have shared that
with you.

You will need to speak with NOAA Office of Law Enforcement on this item.

9) A discussion of how Unregulated and Illegal fishing is a serious, conservation and health risk.

Always willing able to have a discussion.

On Thu, Sep 13, 2018 at 4:07 PM, Greg DiDomenico
<gregdidomenico@gmail.com> wrote:

Brad 
Good to see you last week.
I was wondering when you might be able to respond and  answer the questions
related to the HMS topics?
Thanks 
Greg DiDomenico 
GSSA 

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 4, 2018, at 12:13 PM, Brad McHale - NOAA Federal
<brad.mchale@noaa.gov> wrote:

I just saw this this morning, so will need to review to get a better
handle.

On Tue, Sep 4, 2018 at 12:03 PM, Greg DiDomenico
<gregdidomenico@gmail.com> wrote:

Good afternoon Brad
I was wondering when I can expect your response?
Thanks
Greg DiDomenico 
GSSA 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Wendland, Jonathan G CIV"
<Jonathan.G.Wendland@uscg.mil>
Date: August 27, 2018 at 12:38:33 PM EDT
To: Greg DiDomenico
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<gregdidomenico@gmail.com>
Cc: "Myers, Joseph D CIV"
<Joseph.D.Myers@uscg.mil>, "Quigley, Eric A
LCDR" <Eric.A.Quigley@uscg.mil>, "Moore, Katie
S CIV" <Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil>, "Harrington,
Ted R CIV" <Ted.R.Harrington@uscg.mil>, "Luna,
Troy T CIV" <Troy.T.Luna@uscg.mil>, "Hoppe,
Walter R CIV" <Walter.R.Hoppe@uscg.mil>,
"Perkins, Robert D CIV"
<Robert.D.Perkins@uscg.mil>, "Belliveau, David J
CIV" <David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil>, "Craighead,
Robert D CIV" <Robert.D.Craighead2@uscg.mil>
Subject: USCG Response Mr. DiDomenico

Greetings Mr. DiDomenico,

Please find attached an excel spreadsheet and word
document that address all
of your questions, agenda discussion topics, and
comments that you have
posed to USCG-HQ to date.

In general your questions and comments crossed
over two different agencies
(USCG and NOAA) and several different offices
within those agencies.  As
such the questions were identified with the proper
agency and applicable
responses provided by the appropriate CG offices or
divisions.

Where applicable your questions and comments have
been previously forwarded
to NOAA HMS (copied here)
for proper NOAA HMS and or NOAA OLE
response if so desired.

We note that many of your concerns are not only
NOAA HMS specific but rather
touch on all NOAA Sustainable Fishery issued
permits and how those permits
are issued with respect to USCG safety regulations
for both documented and
state registered commercial fishing vessels.

USCG HQ-MLE and CVC-3 are on the same page in
regard to best improving the
situation and leveling the playing field that your
organization has raised

mailto:gregdidomenico@gmail.com
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mailto:Eric.A.Quigley@uscg.mil
mailto:Katie.S.Moore@uscg.mil
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mailto:David.J.Belliveau@uscg.mil
mailto:Robert.D.Craighead2@uscg.mil


with concerns.

We concur that if NOAA NMFS HMS (and NOAA
SF) checked to see if a fishing
vessel
had a valid USCG dockside safety exam before
issuing HMS permits  that would
go a long way to enhance safety for both mariners
and NOAA observers since all HMS permit holders
are "subject" to NOAA
observer coverage inside and outside of 3NM.  

Furthermore, a NOAA check before permit issue
action
would assist both USCG and potentially NOAA
OLE enforcement efforts both
inside and outside of
3NM, while also potentially aiding to reduce the
IUU occurring that NOAA OLE
and your
organization has surfaced.

USCG recognizes it is completely up to NOAA to
modify the way NOAA issue's
permits if NOAA so desires and is able.  USCG is
committed to working the
issues with NOAA to best
resolve your organizations concerns. 

It is a distinct pleasure to serve you and the broader
U.S. fishing
community that provides a great nutritional service
and economic benefits to
our country and the world.

Safe and prosperous fishing

V/Resp,
Jonathan Wendland
Commandant (CG-CVC-3)
U.S. COAST GUARD, Stop 7501
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20593-7501
(202)372-1245

<mime-attachment>

<HMS DiDomenico Final USCG Response.xlsx>

<HMS Questions Paragraph Response Draft.docx>
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-- 
Bradley S. McHale
Acting Division Chief
HMS Management Division
National Marine Fisheries Service
55 Great Republic Dr.
Gloucester, MA 01930
Phone: (978) 281-9260/301-427-8503

-- 
Bradley S. McHale
Acting Division Chief
HMS Management Division
National Marine Fisheries Service
55 Great Republic Dr.
Gloucester, MA 01930
Phone: (978) 281-9260/301-427-8503
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HMS DiDomenico Final USCG Response 
 

Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

1 My members feel they are under a 
tremendous amount of scrutiny... 
while others are not.   I am interested 
in a equitable outcome... nothing 
more nothing less. 

USCG                                          
NOAA 
NMFS  

USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  
NOAA NMFS HMS to Add response if desired. 

2 I seek a discussion of how IUU 
fishing is a serious conservation and 
health risk. 

USCG                                          
NOAA 
NMFS  

CVC-3 & LANT:   USCG has stated to Congress: 
"Coast Guard efforts to deter and combat IUU 
fishing span both domestic and international 
fisheries." "IUU fishing activity is global in reach, 
and it adversely affects marine ecosystems by 
distoring competition and jeopardizing the 
economic survival of coastal communities whose 
livelihoods depend upon local fisheries." 
https://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/02/12/written-
testimony-uscg-senate-committee-foreign-
relations-hearing-titled-%E2%80%9Cfisheries.   
NOAA NMFS HMS to add response if desired 

3 I seek a discussion of the 157 
violations that occurred last 
September.   I sent USCG a NOAA 
OLE summary without your 
requesting it.  The important part of 
OLE summary was that there were 
147 violations  in a single 
enforcement operation in one small 
area by vessels from one state.   I 
have heard nothing else and was 
hoping you or the folks on this email 
could help with that. 

USCG                          
NOAA OLE 

USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  
NOAA NMFS HMS/OLE to Add response if 
desired. 

4 Discuss the previous analysis I 
shared with you that suggests a very 
small percentage of vessels have the 
required USCG sticker. 

USCG CVC-3: Unclear which analysis is being referred 
to.  Several analysis using partial data was 
performed while in disucssions with NOAA HMS 
when developing the Atlantic HMS Charter 
Headboat endoresment regulation.  Vessels that 
commercially fish inside 3NM do not need a 
dockside safetydecal from the USCG. If the vessel 
is subject to observer carriage then in accordance 
with NOAA regulations it must have a USCG 
dockside safety exam decal. 

5 My concern is the NOAA NMFS 
online permit system requirements 
for HMS permits. The online permit 
system has no way to check the DO# 
to see if it is valid.   I do know that 
you need a DO # displayed on your 
hull if you have a HMS permit that 
allows you to sell.  I am certain that 
some people will say I have a state 
DO # and that allows me to sell fish 
in states waters without USCG 
sticker.   

NOAA 
NMFS HMS 

 NOAA NMFS HMS to add response if desired 



Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

6 We should review the HMS online 
permitting process. Specifically the 
possibility that a fake DO number 
can be used. In addition the 
permitting application does not 
require a USCG sticker unique ID to 
be submitted. 

USCG                                          
NOAA 
NMFS  

CVC-3: The NOAA NMFS permitting data base 
and the CG MISLE database are not currently 
linked per se and fishery permits issued by NOAA 
NMFS are done so without a check from NOAA 
NMFS to see if a vessel has a current dockside 
safety exam before issuing any fisheries permit 
including an HMS permit.   USCG does not require 
CFVS dockside safety exam if the vessel is not 
operating outside of 3NM.  NOAA NMFS may 
require a USCG dockside safety decal if the vessel 
is subject to observer carriage.  NOAA NMFS to 
add response if desired. 

7 We think USCG job has been made 
very difficult to enforce the laws. 

USCG LANT: Noted; appreciate your concern for 
fisheries enforcement management. 

8 We want fair enforcement and strive 
for compliance. 

USCG 
LANT                          
NOAA 
NMFS HMS 
&OLE 

LANT: Noted; appreciated.  NOAA NMFS and 
NOAA OLE to add response if desired 

9 When a USCG vessel is on the 
fishing grounds how does the USCG 
vessel decide who to board? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

10 How does the USCG determine who 
is a commercial fishing vessel or 
more specifically a Gen Cat HMS 
vessel? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

11 How does USCG ID a commercial 
vessel in order to conduct a 
boarding? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

12 Is USCG able to determine if the 
HMS Gen Cat vessels had the USCG 
commercial fishing vessels safety 
sticker. 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

13 Is USCG capable of determining, 
while on the water, which vessels 
have a HMS Gen. Cat permit? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

14 Is the USCG capable of determining 
which vessels have the For Hire 
permit with or without the for sale 
endorsement? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

15 Do you think Gen Cat vessels need a 
sticker? 

USCG CVC-3: Please see MSIB 008-17 Corrected 
regarding HMS vessels.  
https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Docu
ments/5p/MSIB/2017/008-17_7-13-2017.pdf  We 
also add that the service of the vessel at the time it 
is operating is considered and USCG Boarding 
officers have the ability and authority to make  
those distinctions. 

16 Does the USCG look for vessel ID 
on the hull? 

USCG LANT & MLE.  USCG looks for all readily 
available information, to include available vessel 
ID. NOAA published regs under 50 §635.6 Vessel 
and gear identification- details vessel ID 



Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

requirements for those vessels with HMS permits 
(other than HMS Angling permit holders) 
identification requirements. 

17 According to your clarification 
memo that explains your policy 
interpretation of the “intent to sell”, 
how will the boarding officer 
determine or decide if a vessel 
Captain intention is? Or will it be 
purely based upon the interview and 
the Captains word? 

USCG LANT: During boarding inquiries, USCG 
Boarding Officers query HMS permit holders as to 
whether or not they have the endorsement to sell 
and are fishing on it for that particular trip.  That 
information, in addition to communications with 
NOAA OLE and their access to data, help inform 
what that vessel's actual activities are.  

18 A vessel with a Charter HMS permit 
with or without an endorsement to 
sell fish, does the  vessel need a 
USCG dockside Safety Decal?  

USCG CVC-3: Please see MSIB 008-17 Corrected to 
answer your question regarding HMS vessels.  
https://www.dco.uscg.mil/Portals/9/DCO%20Docu
ments/5p/MSIB/2017/008-17_7-13-2017.pdf  We 
also add that the service of the vessel at the time it 
is operating is considered and USCG Boarding 
officers have the ability and authority to make  
those distinctions .   See MLE two paragraph 
response. 

19 Can CVC-3 assist in determining 
what vessels have a dockside safety 
decal? 

USCG CVC-3: To provide a solid number of how many 
vessels in the NMFS permit data base have 
[current] CFVS dockside safety exam decal would 
involve manually looking up hundreds of vessel 
particulars.  Such a task would be 
substantially  time consuming since a product set 
does not exist to easily retrieve such 
information.   And as mentioned, what complicates 
matters is that the Coast Guards current data 
gathering capabilities with regards to dockside 
safety exam decals (issuance) do not interface with 
NOAAs data collection.   We lack the capabilities 
and staff to take on such a project. The Public may 
gain access to the publicly available information in 
MISLE through The Port State Information 
eXchange (PSIX): https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/    
The Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) 
system contains vessel specific  information 
derived from the United States Coast Guard's 
Marine Information Safety and Law Enforcement 
System (MISLE).   The information contained in 
PSIX represents a weekly snapshot of Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA)  data on U.S. flag vessels, 
foreign vessels operating in U.S. waters, and Coast 
Guard contacts with those vessels. Information on 
unclosed cases or cases pending Information on 
unclosed cases or cases pending further action is 
considered privileged information and is precluded 
from the PSIX system.  Information on vessels 
must be entered vessel by vessel and can not be 
publically accessed through a vessel “batch file.” 



Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

20 According to your clarification 
memo that explains your policy 
interpretation of the “intent to sell”, 
how will the boarding officer 
determine or decide if a vessel 
Captain intention is? Or will it be 
purely based upon the interview and 
the Captains word? 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

21 There is a large number of vessels 
without USCG commercial stickers. 

USCG CVC-3: Many vessels fishing for HMS and other 
species inside of 3NM do not require a dockside 
safety exam.  Thus pending NOAA NMFS 
observer coverage we may expect a large number 
of commercial fishing vessels to not have a 
dockside safety exam.  That being said we 
recognize there will always be those that try to 
skirt the law and risk being caught. 

22 It appears to me that you can not ID 
them in a data base and possibly not 
able to ID them on the water. 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

23 Due to the above the vessels that get 
boarded are those with a life raft and 
a sticker. 

USCG USCG:  See MLE two paragraph response.  

24 I take six friends to North Carolina 
for a fishing trip. We head offshore 
for dolphin or mackerel or tuna for a 
fun day on a 56 foot Rybovich 
named F/V Sweet Olive. We get 
lucky and catch a 76 inch bluefin 
tuna. The captain determines we are 
now on a commercial fishing trip 
and tells me I can have 30% of the 
sale price for catching the bluefin.  I 
suppose we can stay offshore 
fishing, but we can't keep fish under  
the recreational size and bag limit 
because we are now commercial 
fishing.  1) Are we on a commercial 
fishing trip that entire day?  2. Does 
the F/V SWEET OLIVE have to 
meet the USCG safety regulations?  
3. Can the anglers sell their share of 
the catch back here in Florida 
 if they want part of the fish instead 
of the money? 

USCG                                       
NOAA 
HMS 

CVC-3, MLE: First, the Sweet Olive is 
documented as a Recreational vessel (sailing), and 
only has that type endorsement.  Thus the 
vessel/operator should ONLY be eligible for an 
Angling Permit that does not allow sale of catch.  
They should not be selling a tuna or any other fish.   
Second, if the friends are not paying towards the 
trip and there is no consideration given, then that's 
okay.  But, if they are paying in any manner, the 
vessel is a UPV (or maybe T-boat) and must have a 
Coastwise endorsement (and maybe be inspected) 
and the master must be licensed.  The vessel would 
also have to complete a dockside safety exam.    
Third, if they are going out with the intent that they 
will sell fish if they catch something worthwhile, 
then their COD must have a Fishery endorsement 
and the vessel comply with Part 28 requirements.  
Further, the vessel/owner must have the 
appropriate fishery permit for their trip/operation.     
So, answers to the questions:  1. When you cross 
the line to keep a fish under the recreational size 
for commercial purposes, you are a commercial 
fishing vessel and subject to all the requirements 
associated with a CFV.  2. Then yes.  And, you 
must meet all the requirements for vessel 
registration/documentation/endorsements and the 
master may be required to hold an appropriate 
USCG license.  3. I guess the anglers can sell their 
catch anywhere they want as long as  they have the 
permit/license that allows them to sell that catch in 



Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

that state.  See MLE two paragraph response.  
NOAA NMFS to add response if desired 

25 I believe many of the General 
Category vessels who do need a 
“sticker” do not currently have one.  
Please consider that the online HMS 
permit system makes this permit 
available for 20 dollars and a 
Documentation Number.  In addition 
you can not reconcile the 2 
databases.  So how do you determine 
if a vessel with a Gen Cat permit has 
a sticker?  How do you decided what 
vessel to board? 

USCG LANT & MLE:  NOAA and USCG databases are 
independent systems, but some data can be cross-
compared as seen in NOAA's endorsement to sell 
rulemaking; in which USCG and NOAA Fisheries 
reviewed sample data individually (vessel by 
vessel) to inform the rulemaking.   CG-MLE 
Recommended Response: See MLE two paragraph 
response. 

26 How do we compare the databases 
from HMS and USCG? So we can 
determine who is required to have a 
USCG “sticker”. 

USCG CVC-3: The public may have access to NOAA's 
permit database and the public has access to USCG  
Port State Information eXchange (PSIX) database:  
https://cgmix.uscg.mil/psix/  By cross referencing 
those databases you can arrive at your answer.    

27 I would like to visit with you to 
discuss this topic.  Would that be 
possible? 

USCG CVC-3: At your conveyance please put together an 
Agenda of the items you would like  to discuss and 
we will consider enveloping the appropriate 
Program offices in with a place, date, and time that 
works best for all.  This Q&A sheet responds to all 
questions to date from your agenda. 



Question # Mr. DiDomenico Question Responding 
Agency Agency and Office Response 

28 I would like to add this to an agenda 
but before I do that it would be 
helpful for me to have more 
information on the violations that 
occurred.  The patrol was conducted 
using the following assets:  Three (3) 
teams of consisting of a NMFS 
Enforcement Officer (EO) and a 
Massachusetts Environmental Police 
Officer operating MEP vessels, 
launched from three (3) different 
locations to maximize fleet wide 
contacts.  One (1) team consisting of 
a NMFS EO and the U.S. Coast 
Guard Station Merrimack operating 
a USCG patrol vessel.  In total, 
NMFS EO’s conducted 61.5 
combined patrol hours both dockside 
and at sea.   As expected, the 
majority of the HMS violations 
documented pertained to the failure 
to report the landing of BFT across 
all permit categories.  Brief  
evidence gathering efforts made 
regarding vessels which either 
admitted to failing to report, or 
provided reason for EO’s believe 
BFT had not been reported, have so 
far uncovered one hundred and forty 
nine (149) BFT of both commercial 
and angling size categories that were 
not reported between the 2016 and 
2017 calendar years.  Eight (8) 
vessels were found to have permit 
violations, three (3) of which had no 
HMS permits at all, five (5) of which 
had HMS permits for categories 
which they did not qualify.  All 
Fisheries/Total Effort: Vessels 
contacted 73, Vessels in violation 34, 
Total violations 157, Written 
Warnings issued Not yet issued , 
Compliance Assistance issued 73 at 
minimum, Summary Settlements 
issued Not yet issued. 

USCG                      
NOAA OLE 

LANT: "This particular operation was led by 
NOAA OLE, and your inquiry has been 
passed to regional NOAA OLE agents."   NOAA 
NMFS OLE to add response if desired. 

29 Does a vessel who is permitted by 
HMS and allowed to sell fish also 
have to display it’s DO# in hull? 

NOAA 
NMFS 

Yes.  50 CFR §635.6   Vessel and gear 
identification. (Ans. Provided to USCG by NOAA 
NMFS HMS)   NOAA NMFS OLE to add 
response if desired. 
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